
Turquoise Iguanas? Only in Anegada…
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Out in the brush and rocky enclaves of Anegada you might just spot one of the rarest

reptiles on the planet… if you’re lucky. The Anegada Iguana calls the little island

home, and thereńs only 300-400 of the critically endangered critters left. However, it

wasnńt always like that.

Anegada Iguanas used to be found everywhere from Puerto Rico all the way to St.

Thomas. Thatńs a serious amount of iguanas! But as people and their pets moved to

the British Virgin Islands, feral cats and dogs proved to be unbeatable predators.

We’d prefer not to go through that doggie door…

Though the population is tiny and found only on Anegada now, these iguanas are

super easy to recognize. They can grow up to nearly six feet long (donńt worry, their

tails make up over half their size) and are often seen in pairs since they mate for life.

Aww. Gigantic lizards that know true love! How cool is that?

What makes these iguanas especially unique, though, is their coloring. The grown

iguanasń legs, tails, and spines are all a jolting hue of turquoise. Given how stunning

the shade of blue is, you might even think their coloring matches the bright aqua

waters surrounding the island! A perfect pair.

Since there are so few of these little dragons left, conservationists are working hard

to make sure their numbers increase. The International Iguana Foundationńs serious

(and effective) conservation efforts launched in 1997 have been protecting baby

iguanas from their main predator, hungry feral cats, until theyńre old enough to fend

for themselves. Nearly 200 healthy young iguanas have been released into the wild

thanks to the program and that number only continues to grow.

You can even go visit all of the protected baby iguanas on the islandńs œIguana

Headstart FacilityŚ run by the BVI National Park Trust. Some of the little ones are no

more than the size of your żnger, so prepare to have your heart melted by their

quirky cuteness.

Thanks to all of the conversation efforts, maybe these stunning reptiles will roam all

the BVIs again one day soon! We certainly hope so.

Off to see the lizard…!

The Drunk Monkeys Who Love Rum, and
the Stories They Tell

� FEBRUARY 29, 2016 / G CARIBBEAN CRITTERS

There seems to be a bit of monkey business happening down on the islands of St.

Kitts & Nevis.

There are about 50,000 people living on the islands and about 20,000 monkeys.

Thatńs BANANAS! (See what we did there?)

Vervet monkeys have been living the good life there for about 300 years and have

taken to enjoying their spirits. On your next visit, you may just żnd yourself sitting

next to a monkey sippinń on a rum swizzle. Yes, you heard that right. They love rum

as much as we do.

So, how did these monkeys become such big boozers? It began after they arrived in

St. Kitts from Africa back in the 18th & 19th centuries. The land was dominated by

sugarcane plantations and the animals quickly became hooked on the alcohol in

fermented cane juice left out in the żelds.

Fast forward several hundred years, and today these monkeys raid the local bars and

beaches in search of their next cocktail.  Guard your drink well if you want to żnish

it, though. These adorable looking creatures mean business and will snatch that boat

drink while you take a snooze on the beach.

Researchers have actually studied these piòa colada-loving primates.  Interestingly,

there is a whole social monkey sub-culture which consists of the binge drinker, the

social drinker and the more responsible œsoberŚ monkey. Even they recognize the

importance of the designated driver. Monkeys, theyńre just like us!

When it comes to monkeys throwing back a margarita, we think that you need to see

it to believe it. Check out this amazing video. Warning: be prepared to laugh and be

totally disturbed at the same time.

Ok, we have to admit that watching those monkeys stealing drinks and stumbling

around like drunken fools is pretty entertaining…and a bit frightening. Yikes!

Caribbean Critters: The Volcano Frog
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A little brown frog, distinct from any other on the mainland of Martinique. Thatńs

pretty cool.

Where do these critters live, you ask? Native to Mount Peleê (or ŃBald Mountainń in

English), the volcano frog, also known as the ravine rocket frog (even more

awesome), is the only species in the Caribbean indigenous to an oceanic island.

Typically 17mm long and light brown, males have a black throat and females pale

orange.

Why is it called the volcano frog, though? Oh, let us explain further. Mount Peleê is

actually a semi-active volcano. Yep! The land is covered in volcanic ash and

hardened lava. Itńs been quiet for a while, but that doesnńt mean it canńt erupt

anytime now! Mount Peleê is actually famous for its giant eruption in 1902, a

complete destruction dubbed the worst volcanic disaster of the 20th century, killing

over 30,000 people. And these tiny brown froggies survived, before and after that

deadly day in May, 1902.

However, this little creature is hard to żnd. The volcano frog tends to hide out in the

higher ranges of the mountain, nestled into green vegetation and lava Žows. Youńll

have to hike quietly and quickly to catch a glimpse. But if you do, consider yourself

lucky. The froggies are on the verge of extinction! Theyńve been climbing higher and

higher up the volcano, leading scientists to believe there are few left, and those

existing are struggling to survive.

But if they can survive a volcano eruption, our bet is on the little brown frog.

Caribbean Critters: Potcake Puppies of
Turks and Caicos
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When we żrst heard about Potcake dogs, our żrst thought was puppies! Again,

puppies! And that led to an inevitable discussion of where we could żnd these

adorable animals. Local toy store? Amazon? We could always use more puppies in

our lives.

But we were wrong. These canines are indigenous to Turks and Caicos and the

Bahamas. They get their awesome name from the Bahamian term for the congealed

rice and peas mixture from the bottom of cooking pots that locals fed the island

dogs. Hence, Potcake dogs.

The history of this unique breed stems from the blend of dogs introduced to the

islands. Start with the pups of the hammock-inventing Arawak, throw in some tall-

ship terriers, and a pinch of Loyalist Tory dogs from the American Revolution, and

you get a sense of their heritage.

Although their appearances vary, Potcake dogs generally have smooth coats, cocked

ears, and long faces. And long faces wonńt work on us. Even if they are adorable.

Despite their mixed background, Potcake dogs are recognized as a dog breed in both

Turks and Caicos and the Bahamas, though the Bahamians prefer the term Royal

Bahamian Potcake (how fancy!). Weńre a little more laid back; Potcake dog is good

enough for us.

In 2005, Turks and Caicos-based rescue organization Potcake Place became a

registered charity. After running out of families to adopt to on the local islands,

volunteers started connecting with potential adopters through the Potcake Place

website (www.potcakeplace.com) and Facebook page.

Thereńs no charge for the pups, but they do ask for and appreciate a donation that

will help cover vaccines and allow them to bring more pups into care. Donńt you just

want to adopt one of these doggies? We do!

Image: Potcake Place K-9 Rescue
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Out in the brush and rocky enclaves of Anegada you might just spot one of the rarest

reptiles on the planet… if you’re lucky. The Anegada Iguana calls the little island

home, and thereńs only 300-400 of the critically endangered critters left. However, it

wasnńt always like that.

Anegada Iguanas used to be found everywhere from Puerto Rico all the way to St.

Thomas. Thatńs a serious amount of iguanas! But as people and their pets moved to

the British Virgin Islands, feral cats and dogs proved to be unbeatable predators.

We’d prefer not to go through that doggie door…

Though the population is tiny and found only on Anegada now, these iguanas are

super easy to recognize. They can grow up to nearly six feet long (donńt worry, their

tails make up over half their size) and are often seen in pairs since they mate for life.

Aww. Gigantic lizards that know true love! How cool is that?

What makes these iguanas especially unique, though, is their coloring. The grown

iguanasń legs, tails, and spines are all a jolting hue of turquoise. Given how stunning

the shade of blue is, you might even think their coloring matches the bright aqua

waters surrounding the island! A perfect pair.

Since there are so few of these little dragons left, conservationists are working hard

to make sure their numbers increase. The International Iguana Foundationńs serious

(and effective) conservation efforts launched in 1997 have been protecting baby

iguanas from their main predator, hungry feral cats, until theyńre old enough to fend

for themselves. Nearly 200 healthy young iguanas have been released into the wild

thanks to the program and that number only continues to grow.

You can even go visit all of the protected baby iguanas on the islandńs œIguana

Headstart FacilityŚ run by the BVI National Park Trust. Some of the little ones are no

more than the size of your żnger, so prepare to have your heart melted by their

quirky cuteness.

Thanks to all of the conversation efforts, maybe these stunning reptiles will roam all

the BVIs again one day soon! We certainly hope so.

Off to see the lizard…!
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the Stories They Tell
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There seems to be a bit of monkey business happening down on the islands of St.

Kitts & Nevis.

There are about 50,000 people living on the islands and about 20,000 monkeys.

Thatńs BANANAS! (See what we did there?)

Vervet monkeys have been living the good life there for about 300 years and have

taken to enjoying their spirits. On your next visit, you may just żnd yourself sitting

next to a monkey sippinń on a rum swizzle. Yes, you heard that right. They love rum

as much as we do.

So, how did these monkeys become such big boozers? It began after they arrived in

St. Kitts from Africa back in the 18th & 19th centuries. The land was dominated by

sugarcane plantations and the animals quickly became hooked on the alcohol in

fermented cane juice left out in the żelds.

Fast forward several hundred years, and today these monkeys raid the local bars and

beaches in search of their next cocktail.  Guard your drink well if you want to żnish

it, though. These adorable looking creatures mean business and will snatch that boat

drink while you take a snooze on the beach.

Researchers have actually studied these piòa colada-loving primates.  Interestingly,

there is a whole social monkey sub-culture which consists of the binge drinker, the

social drinker and the more responsible œsoberŚ monkey. Even they recognize the

importance of the designated driver. Monkeys, theyńre just like us!

When it comes to monkeys throwing back a margarita, we think that you need to see

it to believe it. Check out this amazing video. Warning: be prepared to laugh and be

totally disturbed at the same time.

Ok, we have to admit that watching those monkeys stealing drinks and stumbling

around like drunken fools is pretty entertaining…and a bit frightening. Yikes!

Caribbean Critters: The Volcano Frog
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A little brown frog, distinct from any other on the mainland of Martinique. Thatńs

pretty cool.

Where do these critters live, you ask? Native to Mount Peleê (or ŃBald Mountainń in

English), the volcano frog, also known as the ravine rocket frog (even more

awesome), is the only species in the Caribbean indigenous to an oceanic island.

Typically 17mm long and light brown, males have a black throat and females pale

orange.

Why is it called the volcano frog, though? Oh, let us explain further. Mount Peleê is

actually a semi-active volcano. Yep! The land is covered in volcanic ash and

hardened lava. Itńs been quiet for a while, but that doesnńt mean it canńt erupt

anytime now! Mount Peleê is actually famous for its giant eruption in 1902, a

complete destruction dubbed the worst volcanic disaster of the 20th century, killing

over 30,000 people. And these tiny brown froggies survived, before and after that

deadly day in May, 1902.

However, this little creature is hard to żnd. The volcano frog tends to hide out in the

higher ranges of the mountain, nestled into green vegetation and lava Žows. Youńll

have to hike quietly and quickly to catch a glimpse. But if you do, consider yourself

lucky. The froggies are on the verge of extinction! Theyńve been climbing higher and

higher up the volcano, leading scientists to believe there are few left, and those

existing are struggling to survive.

But if they can survive a volcano eruption, our bet is on the little brown frog.

Caribbean Critters: Potcake Puppies of
Turks and Caicos

� FEBRUARY 8, 2016 / G CARIBBEAN CRITTERS

When we żrst heard about Potcake dogs, our żrst thought was puppies! Again,

puppies! And that led to an inevitable discussion of where we could żnd these

adorable animals. Local toy store? Amazon? We could always use more puppies in

our lives.

But we were wrong. These canines are indigenous to Turks and Caicos and the

Bahamas. They get their awesome name from the Bahamian term for the congealed

rice and peas mixture from the bottom of cooking pots that locals fed the island

dogs. Hence, Potcake dogs.

The history of this unique breed stems from the blend of dogs introduced to the

islands. Start with the pups of the hammock-inventing Arawak, throw in some tall-

ship terriers, and a pinch of Loyalist Tory dogs from the American Revolution, and

you get a sense of their heritage.

Although their appearances vary, Potcake dogs generally have smooth coats, cocked

ears, and long faces. And long faces wonńt work on us. Even if they are adorable.

Despite their mixed background, Potcake dogs are recognized as a dog breed in both

Turks and Caicos and the Bahamas, though the Bahamians prefer the term Royal

Bahamian Potcake (how fancy!). Weńre a little more laid back; Potcake dog is good

enough for us.

In 2005, Turks and Caicos-based rescue organization Potcake Place became a

registered charity. After running out of families to adopt to on the local islands,

volunteers started connecting with potential adopters through the Potcake Place

website (www.potcakeplace.com) and Facebook page.

Thereńs no charge for the pups, but they do ask for and appreciate a donation that

will help cover vaccines and allow them to bring more pups into care. Donńt you just

want to adopt one of these doggies? We do!

Image: Potcake Place K-9 Rescue
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